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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE E’OR AERONAUTICS

TECHNICAL NOTE NO* 769

SPIN TESTS Ol? A LOW-WING MONOPLANE IN FLIGHT AND

IN THE FREE-SPINNING WIND TUNNEL

By Oscar Seidman and William E. McAPoy

SUMMARY

Comparative full-scale and model spin tests were made
with a low-wing monoplane in order to extend the available
information as to the utility of the free-spinning wfzid
tunnel as an aid in predicting full-scale spin character-
istics.

For a given control disposition the model indicated
steeper spins than were actually obtained with the a~r-- – –
plane, the difference being most pronounced for spins FIth
elevators up, Recovery characteristics for the model, on
the whole, agreed with those for the airplane , but a dis-
agreement was noted for the case of recover-y with elevators
held full up. Free-spinning wind-tunnel tests are a useful
aid in estimating spin characteristics of airplanes, ‘biit

.-

it must be appreciated that model results can give only
general indications of full-scale behavior.

.

INTRODUCTION

Because of lack of detail on the model and such wind-
tunnel effects as low Reynolds Number, the model spin-test
results from the N.A.C.A. free-spinning wind tunnel might
be expected to differ ‘somewhat from tho corresponding full-
scale results. The reasons for those differences are dis-
cussed in reference 1. In order to assist in the predic-
tion of spin characteristics in flight, a study is being
made of the agreement between model and flight results,

Reference 2 gives a fairly complete comparison between.*b model and full-scale spin characteristics for _%wo=p=nGs.
-.

From the comparison it was felt that, although the tests

/i
of the models of the two biplanes gave good approximations
to the spin characteristics of the full-scale airplanes-, —
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definite conclusions should be reserved until similar
tests bad been nade of other models, particularly of
various monoplane types.

The present paper gives the results of similar,
though less extensive, tests of a low-wing monoplane fur-
nished by the Amy Air Corps. The wind-tunnel tests wero
made with a l/16-scale dynamic nodel of the airplane.

AIRPLANE AND MODEL

The airplane is a service-type low-wing nonoplane
with fixed landing gear (fig. 1). For the flight tests,
the airplane was loaded to the weight of 4,340 pounds.
No observer was carried, but batteries and instruments
for recording spin characteristics were placed in the
observer~s cockpit. An additional 100 pounds of ballast
was placed in the baggage compartment to bring the weight
and the center-of-gravity location to specified values.
The actual rmss distribution was experimentally determined
by the nethod described in reference 3.

,.
Before the spin tests were starteit, the rudder de-

flection was Increased from the nornal 29.5° to 35° to
improve the effectiveness of this control.

. .
In the preliminary spin tests, the pilot experienced

difficulty in reversing the rudder owing to high rudder-
pedal forces. These forces were reduced by altering the
original rudder horn of the airplane as shown in figure 2.
The alteration increased the arm of the rudder cable about
the rudder hinge so that the pedal force required for a
given rudder hinge moment was reduced 38 percent at full
deflection. Blocks wore also attached to the rudder pedals
to permit the pilot to exert his maximum effort when the
pedal was in its most forward position.

The l/16-scale dynamic free-spinning .model was con-
structed, of balsa ‘and ballasted with lead weights to slmu+
late. the airplane as spun. Figure 3 is a line drawing of
the model with the dimensions of the full-scale airplane.
The values of model weight, center-of-gravity location,

,’and moments of inertia were experimentally determined as
described in reference 2. A clockwork delay-action mecha-

: nism was installed to operate the controls during the spin,
Co,ntrol displacements wore the same as those used in tho..

,
.’
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airplane. In recovery tests, the model contr~ts ~-
WELYS quickly moved from the initial to the final position,
although a quick movement was not always used for the
flight tests. -.

Several other differences existed between the air-
plane and the model tests. The airplane spins were all
performed with the front canopy open but most of the model
tests were made with the canopy closed. Several model
check spins with the canopy open showed little effect on
the steady spin or on recovery. The speed of the airplane
engine was throttled ‘~o about 900, rpm during all spins.
The propeller was not simulated on the model. In accord-
ance with practice in the free-spinning wind tunnel, the
tail wheel was ren”oved from the model for all tests. This
condition tends to make the nodel re’cults nore conservative. —.

The nodel and the afrplane loading conditions corre-
sponded to the following full-scale mass distribution
(model at ‘7,000 feet equivalent altitude) :

~eight . . . . . . .. . . . ..-. 4.3401b’.”
—.-

X/C . . . . . . . : . . . . . .0.248
,.

. . . -L___

Z/C.m”i.oa:” ● .. ’.. ”::”i OoI26. “j,... - .* —.——.>
A .,* . . ,. . . . ,. . . . 2,479 slkg-fta

B . . . . . .: . . . . .; . . “3,876 dlug-ftz—.:—: 2

c . . . , . . , . . ● . . 0. ,..5,776 slug-fta

whe r e x/c is the ratio of the distance of the center of
gravity back of the leading edge of the “nean aerodynamic
chord to the mean aerodynamic chord and z/o is the ratio
of the distance of the canter ‘of gravity below the thrust
line to the mean aerodynamic chord. . ... “.

TESTS AND RESULTS

A description of the full-scale spin-test. technique,
the methods used for reduction .of data, and the precision
of results is given in reference 4. It is of some inter-
est to note that, for the preeent tests, the accuracy of
determination of control eettings was inproved by the use

—
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of two control-position recorders;. in addition to the re- +

corder of aileron position in the cockpit, a separate in- <

strument for recording r-udder and elevator position was
located in the rear of the fuselage to eliminate the effect “
of stretch in the cables. The limits of Aerror noted in
reference 4 maybe exceeded in causes where the spius are
of a-wandering or an “oscillating nature or who ret for other
reasons, tho evalfiation of the records is difficult.

,
The tests consisted of two parts: the determination

of steady-spin characteristics and the determination of
recbvory characteristics. The program &s originally
planned.was int~nded to show the effects of systematic
variations In setting of each of the three c!ontrols on
steady-spin characteristics and the effects of various
typos of control manipulation on recovory characteristics.
Because of the desire to reduce the number of flight tests
to a nininum; the results are not so complete as had been
expected; especially for the steady-spin characteristics.
Complete records were obtained. for six eteady spins, ftvo
right and one left, and for 12 recovery conditions. For
some recovery tests, the maximum, rudder-pedal force exert-
ed by the pilot in recovery was measured with an indicat-
ing force recorder inetalled on the pedal.

A detailed description of the model-test technique,
the nethods f$r reduction of data, and the precision of
results is given in reference 2. The linits of eiror
noted for the nodel tests may be exceeded in cases where
the “spins are of a wandering or an .oscillat ing,nature or
where~ for other reasons, evaluation of the records is
difficult.

The nodel tests were made after the full=scale” tests
had,been completed and sinulated the control positions
and the control manipulations obtainod in flight. Model-
--test results were obtained for every condition for which
full-scale results had been obtained, except for one con-
trol disposition.

Table I shows the naximum control displacements.
Results for both model and full-scale tests are presented
in tables II and III.

,.~. ,.’
. .,, -*

,,

,, , ,.
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COMPARISON OF AIRPLANE AND MODEL CHARACTERISTICS

Steady Spins

Tests 9, 10, and 11A showed that, for the airplane,
with tho rudder with the spin and the, ailerons approximate-
ly neutral, the prinary effect of moving the elevators from
full up to positions in the neighborhood of neutral is to
increase the angular velocity Q . There was little change
in angle of attack a or in rate of descent V.

Spins with rudder and ailerons approximately neutral
and elevators full. up or one-third up (tests 12A and 12B)
were oscillatory and steep with high rates of descent.
When the elevators were moved full down, a gradual recov-
ery resulted and the notion becamea nose-down spiral.

For rudder and elevators full with the spin, setting
the ailerons either way from neutral (tests llB and 13B)
made the spin oscillatory with a slight increase in the
rate of descent.

The left spin for the normal control positions had a
,higher vertical velocity than the right spin- For eleva-
tor’s slightly above neutral, the agreement with,the right
spin was good for a and S, but the vertical velocity
was again’ somewhat higher than for the corresponding right
spin.

,.,,.
The data in table II indicate that, for a given con-

—-

frol setting, the model spins from 5° to 15° steeper,
descends from 20 to ?0 feet per second (full-scale) faster,

‘ and shows 10° to 15° more outward sideslip than the air-
plane. The value of m/2v is lower for the nodel than
for the airplane for ri”ght spins but it is in agreenent
for the left spin. The nodol spin %ecomes appreciably”
steeper for elevators up but the airplane spin is only
slightly affected, ,.which.nakes the differences between
model and airpla’ne characteristics increase for spins with
elevators UP, . .- .. ..,. .— .-

A spin was ohta~ned with the nodel” for every” control
-..—

setting where it vas obtained for the airplane except for
the case with rudder and ailerons neutral and elevators
partly raised. For this condition, the model autonatical-
ly’recovered although it was launched in the tunnel with
initial rotation and in a spinning attitude.

.-
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The left spins of the model did not quite check the
right spins, which may be partly due to differences in
aileron settings and partly due to asymmetry resulting
from recurrent damage and repair to the model. !l?hedif-
ference %etween the left and the right spins of the model
was not so marked as the difference between the left and
the right spins of the airplane.

$4

7

.“
.

The comparison indicatee that the model requires ef-
fectively more rudder with the epin and smaller elevator-
up deflections In order to simulato full-scale results.

The agreenent between model and airplane steady-spin
characteristics for a low-wing nonoplane is similar to that
previously obtained for two biplanes hut the increased dis-
crepancy for elevators up was nore marked in the present
tests.

——. .*

Recoveries \
r

By conplete reversal of both controls fron full with
to full against the spin (rudder from full right to full
left, elevator from full up to full down), the airplane

recovered in 1$ to 1: turns from a right spin and slightly

faster fron a left spin. Model recoveries were about 1/2
turn faster. For recovery by rudder reversal with eleva-
tors neutral or down, the model results also cloeely ap-
proximated those for the airplane. An anonaly occurred
for the case of rudder reversal with elevators held full up.
The nodel indicated rapid recove~y; whereas, the airplane
failed to recover from the right spin for four turns, after
which recovery was effected by reversal of the elevators
(moved from full UP to full down). It will be recalled in
this connection that considerable discrepancy was shown
between the model and the full-scale steady-spin character-
istics for elevators up. The corresponding left spin of
the airplane, however, gave recovery in about two turns
with elevators held up. Supplementary tests indicated that,
in order to get a correspondingly slow recovery for the
model with elevators held up, it was necessary to increase
the mass distribution along tho fuselage and either to de-
crease rudder deflection against the spin or to install
noderate washin of the entire right wing in a right spin.
The “effects of aileron displacements were slight for both
model and airplane.
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In several recoveries, the maxinun rudder-pedal forces
required to reverse the rudder were measured. Forces up
to 250 pounds were noted, which corresponded to a pedal
force of 400 pounds for the unmodified rudder ’horn. This
force was noted during the period of maxinun acceleration
of the rudder, and the pilot, felt that the” final force to
hold the rudder hard over would have been somewhat less.
Although reference 5 shows that a maxinum of 400 pounds
can be applied by the average: pilot when he” is properly
located in relation to the pedals, it appears that such a
force is excessive for recovery fron spins.

Turns for recovery for the model for the sane control
manipulation were generally in agreement with or slightly
faster than the corresponding turns for the airplane; this
result is substantially similar to that previously obtained
for two biplanes.

Discussion

It is appreciated that nodel results cannot he expect-
ed to check full-scale results more closely than the agree-
ment between left and right spins of a synnetrically rigged
airplane with propeller stopped or more closely than the
check between two CL1.fferent airplanes built fron the sane
set of drawings. The most that can b? expected of nodel
spin tests is an indication as to whether the airplane will
be definitely slow to recover, will be a borderline case,
or will recover quickly.

,,

The discrepancy between nodel and full-scale results
can be attributed to one or nore of the following causes:

(a),Scale effect.

(b) Propeller-couple and slipstream effect.

(c) Method of control manipulation.

It is felt that further research to deternine the nature
and importance of these effects on both the airplane and
the mcdel is warranted. Another interesting point not yet
explained is the apparent ineffectiveness of the rudder
for elevator full up (on the airplane) in spite of the high
rudder force.

.
k:

--
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CONCLUSIONS

1, The present comparison. indicates a correlation
between,model and full-ecale sp,in-test results for a low-
wing monoplane. similar to that, previously found for two
biplanes. ‘,”:,

2. For a given control setting, the model spins
steeper with nore outward sideslip and a higher rate of
descent than the airplane.

3. The nodel results appear to overestimate the ef-
fectiveness of the rudder in aiding recovery but, in
general, the turns for recovery of the model afford useful
indications of the full-scale results for a given control
manipulate on.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Comnittee for Aeronautics,

. .

v
t

Langley Yield, Vs., Novonber 28, 1938.”

.
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TA3LlI I - MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENTS

[U, upward ; D, downw&rd~

Rudder ~levator Atlerons
1. t I i

Left
I

mill Full l?ul2 3%1 1 Full right Full left I

right loft up down Right Left Right

34.5° 35.50 26.6° 22.7° 29°U 16°D 13°D
,,

+ --J32°U

. .

‘1

. .
,
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Lf

f

Direo-
Teat :;on

spin
10 Right

do .
19U :do.

do .
12A:ao.
12B . do .
13A. do.
13B. do.
llB . do .
15A Left
15B. do.

TABLE II - COMPARISON OFAIRPLANE Am MODEL DATA

Steady SpinBfortheLirPlanewith~ormalLoading

[P, airplane;U, mtiel”w, withaPin; A, againstspin;u, upward;
D, &ownWar&,N, neutral;T, fulloontrolrnovetient:CPR,control-
poeitionreoorder.Wherethesymbols~ (fulldown)andM areueed,tie
flightresultswerenotverifiedbY a OPR reoord. ?&e model set-
tlnga for suoh a ease oorre8pond to the tableof maximum di@aoernents.]

dVelooiW %diua ~J
aconbol set~
bAllerona “(d:g) (d~~) (fps) (ft) 2V

RudderElevatorp M p J p ~ p~ p M
Ri&t Left
2.OU 0.5D 34.5? 26.OU 45 30 1 -14 117165 3.95.90.440039
.5D 2.5U 34*5W 6.5u 43 35 -4 -16 115151 3.23.6 .60 .50
.OD 2.OU 34.5W 5.5D 45 41 -6 -15 121143 3.03.2 .57 .50
.01)2.OU 34.5W 5.5D - eu - -13 - 144
.5D 2.5u

- 3.6” - .47
3:$ 25.5U

2.5D 5.OU 9.5U R til. -2i -“j tiol ~“ 13.7! --l .46! ‘- I

12.5D’27.5U 3J5W 26% %
12.5U 9.5D 34.5% 26.5U (h) %6 - -7 125 200 “:-:.; - .S3
1.5D 3.5U 35.5W 2;.~;
3.OD 5.5U 35.5W .

(~ &
i 11 W R: 3.6 4:3 .> :s3

55I -1-14[ 14211541 - 14.91 - I .til

%here numerioalValuenare given,theair@ane controleettlng8weremeasuredby
meansOr a GPR. Fluotuationt3in airpkne control 8ettinge amounting to a few
degreee oocurred in come oases.,

b~ese aileron settings turfer
a result of previougdamage

O1n~ardBlaealipis Conaiaered

‘Model radlu8 of spin and rate

slightly from normal settinge for this airplane as
to the right wiw tip.

pOaitlve ina right apln and negative ina left spin.

of deBoent expreesed aa full-eoale equivalent.

e~odel rront canopy open. Otherwiee model front canopy clo6ed, airplane front
oanopy open.

‘Spin too oscillatory ~or records.
.

%odel also gave

‘Oscillatory.

‘Would not spin.

much eteeper spins.

--.—

.-

. -—

— .
—
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TABLE III - COMPARISON OF AIRPLANE AND MODEL DATA

Recoveries for the Alrpleae with Normal Loading

[P, Airplane; M, model; W, with spin; A, against spin; U, upward;
D, downward; N, neutral; F, full control movement. CPR, control-
posltion reoorder. Where symbols FW (full with~ etc.are used,
the fli~ht reeulta were not verified by a CER record. The model
aetting~ for suoha oaeecorrespondto-thetableof maximum
displacements~

TDirec-
rest tlon

of
spin

10
Right

16A

15A
Left

20A

16B Right

20B heft

160 Right

16D do..

17B do. .

19A do. .

21.ALeft

21B do..

18A Right

16B do..

la

%ont z

‘Ailerons

Initial

x
light Left

iu

LU

Lu

Lu

H

N

Ii

N

N

N

~llJ

Elu

lU

lU

Fw,

FA

Final
MghtlLeft

N

x

IT

N

N

N

lU lU

36U 15D

L3D 32U

3SU MD

Fir”

rA

L positions (
s Rudder

hlitial

i?w

Fw

F-T

Fw

Fw

Fw

22-F

34.6W

35W

3m

m

Fw

~i~l

FA

FA

FA

FA

FA

FA

316A

35A

M. 5A

34.5J

FA

FA

-
CWmS for recovery

Eleval

M.tial

Fu

Fu

Y1.1

Fu

x

FD

w

7U

130

go

N

N

hall P

FD

FD

m

Fu

N

I’D

9U

7U

o

Eo

N

N
—

H

1, 1/2, d

1/2, 1/2

3/4, 3/4,

1%:1

+ 1

1~, 3/4

1, 3/4

+, 1$

1, 3/4

—

aWhere mumerical values are given, the airplane control sett”ingswere”rnea”~kd ‘“- “-”-
by means of a CPR. Fluotuatlons in airplane oontrol settings amounting %0 a
few degrees ooourred in some oaeee.

bTheee ~leron settL~s ~ffer slightly f~m normal SditingS fOI! thisairp~ne
——

ae a resultof previousdamageto thefightwingtip.
CEXoepte,enoted,all aontrol movements were rapid ami simultaneous.
duodel front canopyopen. Otherwise model front oanopy olosed, airplane front

oanopy open.
eNo rewvery In turns indioated.
fEffort re@red to hold stick baak during recovery.
EAirplane oontrol settings fluctuate from Lndicateclpositions by as muoh as *5°.
=lower rudder reversal.
i~fimu ~der-pedal foroe in recovery approximately lW lb.
jslower aileron mo~ement.

—

kuaximum rudder-pedal foroe in reoovery apmoximately 230 lb.
‘Maximum rudder-padal forae in reoovery approximately 2~ lb. .-
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Original

——. —— Altered

Figure 2.- Modified rudder horn for afrplane.
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Figure 3.- Three-viewdrawingof the 1/16male modelof
scaleairplane.)

airplane.
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